South Update

Facility’s

BG are currently working/ assisting clubs in the south region with projects from funding applications to new developments. Clubs include Wantage, Slough, Bracknell, Alton, Windsor, Bourne 2 Bounce, Suki, MK Springers, Churwell, Bulmarsh.

If you have any facilities or funding questions you can be contacted at robert.hardy@british-gymnastics.org.

Education

BG have delivered the following courses over the last 12 months. We are always looking for additional venues within the region to host courses.

Level 0-
19 courses consisting of core proficiency/trampoline proficiency and FUNdamentals
Total learners- 224

Level 1 –
26 courses consisting of General/WA/MA/Trampoline/Team Gym/Tumbling/Aerobics
Total learners- 339

Level 2-
12 courses consisting of General/WA/MA/ Trampoline/Team Gym/Tumbling/freestyle
Total learners- 106

Level 3-
11 courses
Total learners- 99

Time to Listen
6 courses- 1 cancelled
Total learners- 75

Judging
9 courses-
Total learners – 93
Safeguarding

Two new regional welfare officers have been identified and are due to be appointed within the next few weeks. Biz is aware.

Low level competitions

BG are looking to assist the region in setting up a low-level competition structure. And will help clubs if they are thinking of hosting a low-level competition

Competition Coordinators

Thinking of hosting an event?
Our Competition Coordinators can support you in ways to suit your needs:
- Advertising and marketing
- Creating the Handbook, Skills sheets, and Entry forms
- Guidance how to run an event and how to fund it
- Collating entries and creating detailed programmes
- Gathering feedback and evaluating the event